
Program Analysis, University of Stuttgart, Winter 2021/22

Exercise 2: Data Flow Analysis
—Solution—

Deadline for uploading solutions via Ilias:
December 1, 2021, 11:59pm Stuttgart time

1 Available Expressions [38 points]

Consider the following program in a toy language with syntax inspired by Python. Assume all
variables are integers and operators have the obvious semantics.

1 x = a - 3

2 y = a + 3

3 if x > a + 3:

4 a = a * 3

5 else:

6 x = a + 3

7 end

8 y = a - 3

Your task is to perform the Available Expressions data flow analysis, as presented in the lecture.
Complete the following subtasks.
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1.1 Control-Flow Graph [8 points]

Complete the following drawing of the control-flow graph (CFG) of the given program. As in the
lecture, nodes are individual statements (and not basic blocks, as in other definitions of CFGs).
Label each statement/node in the graph with a unique number, e.g., the line number in the source
program, to help with the following subtasks. Do not include else or end in the CFG.

entry

1: x = a - 3

2: y = a + 3

3: if x > a + 3

4: a = a * 3 6: x = a + 3

8: y = a - 3

exit

Check your result: The number of nodes (including entry and exit nodes) plus the number of
edges (including edges from/to entry/exit nodes) should be 16.
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1.2 Transfer Function [10 points]

First, list all non-trivial, arithmetic expressions in the program, i.e., expressions involving the
operators: +, -, and *.

Expressions: { a-3, a+3, a*3 }

Next, fill the following table with the gen and kill sets of each statement in the program. For the
first column, use the numbers from the CFG for identifiying statements.

Statement s gen(s) kill(s)

1 { a-3 } ∅

2 { a+3 } ∅

3 { a+3 } ∅

4 ∅ { a-3, a+3, a*3 }

6 { a+3 } ∅

8 { a-3 } ∅

1.3 Solving Data Flow Equations [16 points]

Now, use the iterative algorithm from the lecture to solve the data flow equations for each statement
in the program. You can iteratively fill up the second and third column of the table below during
solving.

Statement s AEentry(s) AEexit(s)

1 ∅ { a-3 }

2 { a-3 } { a-3, a+3 }

3 { a-3, a+3 } { a-3, a+3 }

4 { a-3, a+3 } ∅

6 { a-3, a+3 } { a-3, a+3 }

8 ∅ { a-3 }
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1.4 Understanding [4 points]

Finally, to show your wider understanding of the applications of this data flow analysis, answer
the following question: How could a compiler use the results of Available Expressions analysis to
optimize the original program? (1-2 sentences as answer suffices.)

The compiler could optimize the program by removing redundant computation of common
subexpressions (common subexpression elimination, CSE). For example, the compiler could reuse
the calculation of the expression a + 3 from line 2 in later parts of the program, i.e., lines 3 and
6. It could similarly optimize the expression a - 3 in lines 1 and 8.

2 Live Variables [38 points]

Consider the following program in a toy language with syntax inspired by Python. Assume all
variables are integers and operators have the obvious semantics.

1 x = 5

2 y = 0

3 while x > 0:

4 x = x - 1

5 while y < 10:

6 y = x + y

7 end

8 end

9 y = 3

(Update: We inserted end on line 7 for the nested loop in line 5. This does not affect the CFG
or results of the analysis, but was an inconsistency in the original exercise sheet.)

Your task is to perform the Live Variables data flow analysis, as presented in the lecture.
Complete the following subtasks.
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2.1 Reversed Control-Flow Graph [8 points]

Complete the following drawing of the reversed CFG of the given program, i.e., where all edges are
inverted compared with the regular CFG. As in the lecture, nodes are individual statements (and
not basic blocks, as in other definitions of CFGs). Label each statement/node in the graph with a
unique number, e.g., the line number in the source program, to help with the following subtasks.
Do not include end in the CFG.

entry

1: x = 5

2: y = 0

3: while x > 0

4: x = x - 1

5: while y < 10

6: y = x + y

9: y = 3

exit

Check your result: The number of nodes (including entry and exit nodes) plus the number of
edges (including edges from/to entry/exit nodes) should be 19.
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2.2 Transfer Function [10 points]

First, write down the domain of the Live Variables analysis for the given program, i.e., complete
the following set.

Domain: { x, y }

Next, fill the following table with the gen and kill sets of each statement in the program. For the
first column, use the numbers from the CFG for identifiying statements.

Statement s gen(s) kill(s)

1 ∅ { x }

2 ∅ { y }

3 { x } ∅

4 { x } { x }

5 { y } ∅

6 { x, y } { y }

9 ∅ { y }

2.3 Solving Data Flow Equations [16 points]

Now, use the iterative algorithm from the lecture to solve the data flow equations for each statement
in the program. You do not need to write down the data flow equations themselves here; you can
iteratively fill up the second and third column of the table below during solving.

Statement s LVentry(s) LVexit(s)

1 ∅ { x }

2 { x } { x, y }

3 { x, y } { x, y }

4 { x, y } { x, y }

5 { x, y } { x, y }

6 { x, y } { x, y }

9 ∅ ∅
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2.4 Understanding [4 points]

Finally, to show your wider understanding of the applications of this data flow analysis, answer
the following question: How could a compiler use the results of Live Variables analysis to optimize
the original program? (1-2 sentences as answer suffices.)

Results of Live Variables analysis can be used to remove dead variables, i.e., variables which
are written, but never read later in the program and whose computation is thus unnecessary.

Bonus answer (which you were not required to give): In the given program, an “advanced”
optimizing compiler (e.g., Clang or GCC) could remove the first assignment to y in line 2 and the
whole loop over y in lines 5 to 7, because the value of y computed inside the loop is never read
before being overwritten with a constant in line 9. Unfortunately, the results of our simple analysis
do not reveal this and thus would not allow a compiler to do this. The reason is that the usages
of y inside the loop keep y alive, even though it is never read outside of the loop, a form of cyclic
reasoning.

One way of optimizing the program fully is by distinguishing different assignments of the same
variable from each other, by first transforming the program into Static Single Assignment (SSA)
form1 and performing specific dead loop detection passes2.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_single_assignment_form
2More background information on liveness analysis for loops: https://www.cs.cornell.edu/courses/cs6120/

2019fa/blog/ive/#liveness, and dead loop deletion pass in LLVM, on which Clang is based: https://llvm.

org/docs/Passes.html#loop-deletion-delete-dead-loops
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3 Constant Propagation [24 points]

3.1 Example [6 points]

The following is about a data flow analysis that was not discussed in the lecture: Constant Prop-
agation. This analysis is commonly used by compilers to avoid unnecessary computations by
recognizing and replacing expressions that depend only on constants, and hence, can be computed
at compile time rather than at runtime.

First, write down an original (!) example of a simple program in pseudocode (similar to the pro-
grams above), without the optimization applied and which exposes an opportunity for a compiler
to optimize via a Constant Propagation analysis:

One possible example is:

1 x = 3

2 y = 4

3 z = x + y + 1

4 if z > 10:

5 print "Hello , world!"

6 end

Second, write down the optimized program, after Constant Propagation has been applied:

Given the above example, the optimized version would be:

1 x = 3

2 y = 4

3 z = 3 + 4 + 1

4 if z > 10:

5 print "Hello , world!"

6 end

Note that Constant Propagation only replaces x and y with their constant values, but does not
yet simplify the value of z or remove the if (this would be Constant Folding). It is not wrong to
do constant folding together with propagation, just more complex.

Bonus information: Optimizing the program further is frequently done by repeatedly applying
both Constant Propagation and Constant Folding. Constant Folding evaluates expressions that
have only constant arguments. For the optimized example above, a follow-up Constant Folding pass
could simplify line 3 further to z = 8, and a second pass of Constant Propagation then optimizes
line 4 to if 8 > 10. An even more advanced optimization is Conditional Constant Propagation,
which also performs dead code elimination based on the constant value of conditionals. It could
remove the complete if in line 4 to 6, because the condition is statically known to be false (as
8 > 10 is never true).
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3.2 Defining a Data Flow Analysis [18 points]

Please describe a Constant Propagation data flow analysis using the six properties discussed in the
lecture. For any formal elements in your description, explain their meaning in a short sentence.
You can assume programs with only integer variables.

Analysis domain: The domain shall express for each variable if it is constant, and if yes, with
which value. This can be modeled as a mapping from V → N, where V is the set of all variables
in the program and N is the set of all constant values in the program (here: integers). Instead of
as a function, this can equivalently be modeled as a set of pairs (v, n), where v ∈ V and n ∈ N.

For example, the set {(x, 3)} means that x is known to have the constant value 3 and no other
value in the program is known (so far) to be constant.

Analysis direction: Forward.

gen(s) function definition: For an assignment of a variable v with a constant value c, the gen
set is {(v, c)}. For example, the statement x = 3 has gen(s) = {(x, 3)}.

kill(s) function definition: Any assignment of a variable v with a non-constant value produces
a (possibly infinite) kill set of {(v, n) | n ∈ N}. For example, the statement x = y has kill(s) =
{(x, 0), (x, 1), ...}. (Alternatively one could range c not over all integers, but only over all constant
values appearing in the program to make the kill set fininte.)

Transfer function definition: As in the other forward data flow problems, namely
CPexit(s) = (CPentry(s) \ kill(s)) ∪ gen(s).

Meet operator: Given the above definitions, intersection. The reasoning is as follows: When
a single variable v has two different constant values c1 and c2 with c1 6= c2, the result after the
merge point should no longer contain any element (v, ci), because at runtime v can be either of
the two, hence not constant.

Example: Given two incoming sets CP1 = {(x, 3), (y, 1)} and CP2{(x, 7), (y, 1)} the result is
CP1∧CP2 = {(y, 1)}, because x is evidently not constant (two different values 3 and 7), but y is.

Boundary condition (i.e., value of the transfer function at the start/final node of the CFG):
Empty set (for the entry node, because it is a forward analysis).

Initial values (i.e., value of the transfer function of nodes at the start of iterative solving):
Empty set (nothing is known yet about whether variables have constant values).

Note: This is not the only correct way of defining constant propagation.

Bonus information: Constant Propagation is usually not implemented like this, because the
(possibly) infinite kill set makes this impractical. Instead, more advanced data flow analyses de-
fine their domain not as a set, but as a lattice that can directly encode the fact that a value
is not constant (with an element >), and the transfer function does not necessarily use gen
and kill sets but is directly defined with a meet/join operator of the lattice. See for example
slides 27 and following of https://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/academic/class/15745-s09/www/
lectures/lect2-df-ssa.pdf.
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